
Features

• suppress stimulated Brillouin scattering

• externally triggered

• Low insertion loss

appLications

• inertial confinement fusion

• interaction of intense light with matter

• Laser plasma interaction

• Laser implosion

• interaction of ion beam with Hp laser

options

• Wavelength from 780 nm up to 2 220 nm 

• alternative synthesizer frequencies

• rack-mount or module version

reLated equipments

• modBox pulse-shaper

• cW high power laser

• pulsed amplifiers

• complete Front-end system

modBox

modBox spectral Broadening
near infra red spectral Broadening modulation unit

delivering modulation solutions
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performance Highlights

parameter min typ max

operating wavelength 1030 nm, 1053 nm, 1064 nm

spectral broadening - 0.3 nm 1.5 nm (1)

rF source frequency - 2 GHz -

insertion loss - 3 dB -
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Broadened spectrum

modBox responses : the blue curve is the optical analyzer impulse response,

the black curve is the broadened spectrum.

the spectral Broadening modBox achieves the broadening of an optical signal 
by modulating its phase via the mean of a very efficient Linb03 phase modulator. 
a number of side bands are created over a spectral width that can reach several 
hundreds GHz.

the spectral broadening of optical signals is a solution to suppress the stimulated 
Brillouin scattering (sBs) caused in optical fibers by high fluxes of highly 
coherent light. the sBs degrades the signal integrity and prevents the proper 
transmission through the fiber. under certain conditions, when amplification 
occurs for instance, the sBs can lead to the destruction of the fiber and the 
optical components along or forward the fiber. When the temporal coherence 
of the signal is destroyed, the sBs power threshold is significantly increased and 
thus its effects can be eliminated. 

(1) With 14.25 GHz rF synthesizer
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Functional Block diagram
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the modBox spectrum Broadening integrates :

•	 a high rF power handling Linb03 mach-Zehnder phase modulator,

•	 a pulsed sine wave 2 GHz (or 14.25 GHz) oscilator with power control.

the rF generator delivers a pulsed sine wave signal to the internal phase modulator. this signal is gated by the modBox-pulse-

shaper (external trigger) and is applied to the phase modulator only in presence of an optical pulse. a number of side bands 

with a frequency spacing equal to the rF frequency appears and the optical spectrum is strongly widened.

rF modulating 
signal power



parameter symbol condition min typ max unit

operating wavelength λ - 1030 nm, 1053 nm, 1060 nm, 1064 nm 

optical input power opin average, cW - - 100 mW

polarization extinction ratio per polarization is linear and controlled 20 25 - dB

optical input specifications  user supplied, not a modBox specification
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parameter symbol condition min typ max unit

spectral broadening SP2GHz
-

0.2 0.3 (1) - nm

53 79 - GHz

polarization extinction ratio per - 20 25 - dB

insertion loss iL - - 2.5 3.3 dB

optical return loss s11 - - -40 - dB

output modulated signal with internal 2 GHz synthesizer 

parameter symbol condition min typ max unit

Frequency F sine wave pulsed - 2 (1) - GHz

external trigger input signal - From modBox-pulse-shaper - ttL - -

external trigger repetition rate - From modBox-pulse-shaper 1 - 200 k Hz

electrical specifications 

(1) 14.25 GHz rF synthesizer also available

(1) spectral broadening of 1.5 nm using 14.25 GHz internal rF synthesizer
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panels

parameter condition min typ max unit

Front panel

rF modulating signal power - rotary knob

optical ports input and output Fc/apc, sc/apc, bare fibers

optical fiber - polarization maintaining fiber, corning pm 98-u25a

parameter condition min typ max unit

rear panel

external trigger input - Bnc

pulse monitoring output - Bnc

rF source monitoring - rs 232 - subd9 female

dimensions - compliance

parameter

size 19 inches 2u or 3u

Weight 3 kg

power supply 100 - 120 V / 220 - 240 V automatic switch, 50 - 60 Hz

compliance

safety en 60625-1

marking ce



near infra red spectral Broadening modulation unit
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the curve shows the spectra of the input optical signal.
in regards of osa resolution, bandwidth and sampling characteristics, the repetition rate was increased up to 100 kHz to obtain 
a better rendering.
nB : input laser spectrum is limited by the osa agilent 86142B resolution (0,06 nm = 16 GHz)

optical signal With internal 2 GHz rF source
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the curve shows the spectra of the output optical signal, spectrally broadened optical signal.
in regards of osa resolution, bandwidth and sampling characteristics, the repetition rate was increased up to 100 kHz to obtain 
a better rendering.
nB : input laser spectrum is limited by the osa agilent 86142B resolution (0,06 nm = 16 GHz)
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photline reserves the right to change, at any time and without notice, the specifications, design, function 
or form of its products described herein. all statements, specification, technical information related to the 
products herein are given in good faith and based upon information believed to be reliable and accurate 
at the moment of printing. However the accuracy and completeness thereof is not guaranteed. no liabi-
lity is assumed for any inaccuracies and as a result of use of the products. the user must validate all parame-
ters for each application before use and he assumes all risks in connection with the use of the products

about us

photline is a member of the iXBlue group of companies and a provider of Fiber optics modulation solutions based on the 
company Linb03 modulators and high-speed electronics modules. photline technologies offers high speed and high data rate 
modulation solutions for the telecommunication industry and the defense, aerospace, instruments and sensors markets. the 
products offered by the company include : comprehensive range of intensity and phase modulators (800 nm, 1060 nm, 1300 
nm, 1550 nm, 2000 nm), rF drivers and modules, transmitters and modulation units.
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tél. : +33 (0) 381 853 180 - fax : + 33 (0) 381 811 557

modBox

related equipments

the photline modbox-pulse-shaper is an optical modulation unit to 
generate short bespoke shaped pulses with high extinction ratio at 
1030 nm, 1053 nm or 1064 nm. it allows dynamic extinction ratio from 
35 dB to above 55 dB with user adjustable pulse duration, repetition 
rate and temporal pulse shape. one benefit of the photline modbox-
pulse-shaper is to pre-compensate the pulse distorsion that occurs in 
the amplifiers chains that operate in (a highly) saturated regime.

modBox-pulse shaper

aWG

Hp-cW-Laser-unit

the Hp-cW-Laser-unit is a fiber laser featuring a single narrow line-
width seed laser combined with an high output power amplifier. the 
high power laser delivers up to 5 W at 1053 nm, 1064 nm, and up to 2 W 
at 1030 nm. 

modBox-sB
pulsed-amplifer-

unit

ordering information 

    modBox-sB-WL-rF-aB-cd
    WL = Wavelength :  1030nm,  1053nm, 1064nm
    rF = internal rF source frequency : 2GHz, 14.25GHz, 20GHz
    aB = input connector :  00 bare fiber  Fa Fc/apc,  sa sc/apc
    cd = output connector :  00 bare fiber  Fa Fc/apc,  sa sc/apc
    note : optical connectors are senko with narrow key or equivalent

example : modBox-sB-1053nm-2GHz-Fa-Fa is a spectral Broadening modulation unit for 1053 nm with 2 GHz internal synthe-
sizer and Fc-apc connectors.


